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February 16th: SwitchCats/JMRI; March 16: Unique Art G Gauge Trains, 
Rebuilding Lionel E Units 
Andy Zimmerman will be presenting a PowerPoint during the February 
Third Tuesday meeting on Programming SwitchKats and adding them to 
JMRI. This will especially interest folks running DCC in the HO, N and Z 
Scale. 

Large Scale Coordinator Sam Miller will lead a program March 16 
including Unique Art tinplate O Gauge trains produced only briefly – in 
1949 and 1950. If we can figure out how to do it, we also will show Jack 
Herzog’s YouTube video on rebuilding E units in vintage Lionel engines. 

Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad: One of the Country’s 
Earliest  
We had a Zoom program late last year on the history of railroading in 
Tallahassee, asking members to share what they know about and their 
special interests in the topic. Bill Bell pulled up a three-part history of 
area railroading he had prepared years ago and we decided it would be 
great to publish in the Lantern. Here is Part 1. Photos from Wikipedia 
and Floridastateparks.com.  
 
By: Bill Bell 
 

The Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad was one of the first operational 
railroads in the United States.  It was conceived in the early 1830's by 
wealthy cotton planters as a way to get their crop to the mills in Europe 
and New England.  It was formed in 1831 as the Leon Railway Company 
and was re-chartered as the Leon Railroad Company in 1832, and again as 
the Tallahassee Railroad in 1834.  The Florida Legislature approved the 
Tallahassee & St. Marks Railroad Company in 1835, with construction 
starting a month or so later. In 1835 the company also received the first 
ever federal Land grant to a railroad. 

 
The railroad was completed and began operation in 1837 as a mule-drawn railroad that connected Tallahassee, 
Florida, then the territorial Capital, with the Gulf port of St. Marks 22 miles away.  Many of the earliest Florida 
railroads used mules to pull the open cars over the track.  In rural areas, men stood in the cars, three on each side, 
and polled along much as they would if they were moving a flat-bottomed boat through shallow water.  By 1838 the 
railroad had extended three miles further south to Port Leon, which was destroyed in the massive hurricane of 1843. 

*** BBMRA Meetings *** 
 
February 16, 2021, 7:30 p.m.:  
“Third Tuesday” BBMRA Meeting.  
Zoom.   Program:  
 
March 2, 2021, 7:30 p.m.:  “First 
Tuesday” Special/Trivia Night, Zoom. 

BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom 
Program or Internet site and use 
these codes.  

Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, 
Password:162465 
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Tallahassee railroad depot, by Francis da Laporte de Castelnau 
 
At first the rails were simply wood but later soft iron strips were nailed on top of the rail. This helped the tracks last 
longer but presented new problems.  When iron strips were added to the tops of wooden rails, the Florida heat 
caused the strips of iron to curve up where the rails joined. These "snake heads" as they were called caused super 
bumps as the trains passed over.  "If the snake head was only two or three inches, it didn't matter much because the 

train traveled so slowly anyway," noted railroad historian H. E. 
Lagergren recalled. "More bend than that, however, had to be 
straightened. The rail was taken up and heated over a fire made of old 
cross ties, hammered straight and replaced. 

The Tallahassee Railroad seems to have enjoyed a very good business 
but didn’t waste profits on trivial things like maintenance.  This is 
probably best illustrated by Ernest Melvern, a disgruntled passenger, 
who recounted his experience in the 13 March 1855 Florida Sentinel: 

I understood that I was to start by railway, and at eight o’clock in the 
morning.  In due time, a car about as large as a large omnibus was 
pushed up, and I was asked to get into it.  I did so.  Two horses were 
attached to it, and we started.  The depot is on the border of a swamp 
where there is not a building to be seen.  I inquired if so much 

precaution was necessary in leaving the city, and if locomotives were dangerous to the inhabitants of the forest that 
stretched away interminably before us. 

“No,” said the man, who performed all of the responsible 
functions of engineer, conductor and brakeman, “but we 
go all the way with horses.  We have no locomotive. They 
once had such a thing, but it ran away one day, nobody 
could stop it.  It went straight to St. Marks, and, roaring 
and hissing, it dashed plumb into the bay; and since that 
they have never dared to try one.”I soon found that I had 
little reason to regret the absence of the locomotive.  For 
on looking down a long line of the road, it appeared as 
undulating as the sea.  The flat “snake head” rails had 
originally been laid on timbers without any cross ties.  As 
these timbers rested on the sand, they had separated so 
far that the wheels on one side of the car must run off the 

track.  Now we found a sleeper with no rail, now a rail with no sleeper, and sometimes both were gone.  The rails 
were often fastened by a single bolt in the middle, and both ends were curved in the air, like the ends of a broken 
hoop.   

The wags say that a Negro used to go ahead of the car to hold down one end of the rail till the car came to it, then he 
nailed down the other.  A fire in the forest had in one place communicated to the sleepers and for two miles they 
were more or less in flames.  But on we hurried like salamanders.  No effort was made by the driver to save his 
railroad from Destruction.  For, he declared, that with all his honors, he was not a fireman. 

I was philosophically cogitating on the numerous advantages of this mode or railway traveling, when suddenly the 
omnibus trot of our charges was arrested.  I was aroused from my 
reveries when, on looking around, I found that a long freight train was 
before us, and what was worse, that it was likely to be so for an in 
indefinite time.  It was off the track, and there was no alternative but to 
help the Negroes get it on again.  In spite of a long delay, I worked 
eagerly, with the hope that we could soon pass them at a switch, But, on 
inquiry, I learned that there was but one switch on the road, and we had 
passed that already.  So, we must patiently follow on as we could.  For the 
benefit of all travels who shall wish to follow in by footsteps, let me say 
that such delay as this is of almost daily occurrence here. My patience 
diminished quite rapidly and hearing that we were within three miles of a 
town called Newport, I resolved to walk there thinking I could make the 
detour and reach St. Marks before our train. 
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The Snake heads and wooden rails on the Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad were replaced in 1856 with new iron T-rail 
from England. The horses were replaced by two 4-4-0 steam locomotives from Baldwin - the H.L. Rutger and the Gen. 
Bailey - when the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad acquired the Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad, but that’s another 
month’s story.   

During the Civil War, the Confederates used the railroad extensively to move troops, artillery and supplies in defense 
of Tallahassee.  In March 1865, the railroad achieved its utmost military significance when it was used to deploy 
Confederate troops quickly south from Tallahassee in the face of an advance by Union troops. The railroad enabled 
Generals’ Samuel Jones and William Miller to put enough men into place to rout Union General John Newton at the 
Battle of Natural Bridge on March 6, 1865. 

Around 1880, the railroad began transporting naval stores to shipping at St. Marks and hauling timber for Leon 
County's growing logging industry. 

In 1983, the Seaboard Systems Railroad filed to have the railroad 
line abandoned between Capital Circle in Tallahassee and St. 
Marks. It is probably no coincidence that the U.S. Government 
had just run out of the old single base nitrocellulose powder it 
had been shipping to the St. Marks Powder Plant to be 
remanufactured into modern double base powder.  The 
Tallahassee-St. Marks had the distinction of being the longest 
operating railroad in Florida and served the area for 147 years, 
but it never outlived the label hung on it by an unknown traveler 
"the worst that has yet been built in the entire world." 

For more information see Tap lines at http://taplines.net/ , 
Wikipedia, Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad at http:// 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tallahassee_Railroad or “Through 
the Heart of the South” by Robert Wayne Johnson. 

 

Cherished Memories: Modeling Friends No Longer With Us 
As Ed Schroeder noted in the last Lantern, “Fellow railroaders, railroad buffs, model railroaders, we all have 
cherished railroad memories. Riding a streetcar, trolley, or interurban electric train; our very first train ride; riding on 
a famous named train; the first Lionel or American Flyer layout. Maybe, most of all, mentor-friends, parents and 
other relatives from whom we learned and with whom we enjoyed or shared a railroading or model railroading 
experience.” 

Ed has collected information on our close friends and BBMRA members who have passed away in recent years and 
will be helping us in a commemorative series in the Lantern. This will be special if many of you share your memories 
of our modeling friends of the past, and photos.  

The series will begin in the spring. Here is a teaser: 

  
Cal Ogburn, who died late last year. Cal was an enthusiastic Lionel 

operator and collector 
Three of the absolute best HO modelers – Roy Mantooth, Jeff Crew 

and Vernon Parramore. Sam Miller is planning a tribute to these 
three. He was honored to speak at Roy’s funeral in Knoxville in 2019. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tallahassee_Railroad
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BILLBOARD REEFERS OUT OF THE PAST 

By: Neal Meadows, Ed.D. 

As I mentioned in the January 2021 issue of the BBMRA Lantern, I have always been interested in “Billboard Reefers.” 
I am fond of the variety of designs, colors, and slogans that were used. The history is also intriguing. Early attempts at 
refrigerated transport began during the mid-19th century. Agricultural products were first shipped by rail as early as 
1842. As we move forward, I want to focus on the models of “Billboard Reefers” that were actually used by 
companies on railroad lines. There are some reefer models that were created to sell and did not represent any real 
prototypes of that signage. However, there are many models of actual operating prototypes. I will choose among 
these for discussions in my articles. I will also use the models that I have in my collection as my samples. 

The Cars and Their History 

I have a lot of the Billboard Reefers and Boxcars in my collection. I would like to show one or more of these each 
month and provide some history of the car model, company it represents, and the history of the company displayed 
on the car sides. Hopefully, we can all learn a little more about the background of our railroad models. 

Ladoga Canning Company 

This car is N Scale ATLAS Car No. 41554 and road 
number NWX 14243. It is a 40-foot wood 
insulated Ice reefer decorated for the Ladoga 
Canning Company. The car was released January 
1, 2010 at a price of $25.95. It has plastic wheels 
and Accumate couplers. Car colors are gray, 
brown, and black lettering. There was another 
road number – 14245 sold as stock No. 41555. 
The original car was the same except it had Lovers Brand instead of Ladoga Brand on at least one of the sides. This 
car was also produced and released in HO scale. 

Ladoga Canning Company – Ladoga, Indiana 

The Ladoga Canning Company opened its doors in 1903 and closed in 1950. It was a part of a group of canning 
factories owned by the Bachelder brothers, Harold and Clay.  Edgar Ashby was one of the original stockholders, along 
with M. M. Bachelder, Foster M. Scott, George W. Havens, Henry Daugherty, and Eugene Ashby.  Edgar Ashby was 
elected secretary and treasurer of the company.  Under Ashby and the 
Bachelders' direction, the company bought canning factories in Brownsburg and 
Clay City.  The one at Clay City was called the Clay City Packing Company.  

The first canning factory was at the corner of Cherry and College.  It was the 
building that became Claude Harshbarger’s cement vault and block factory.  It 
must have been built in 1903 and used until 1915 when the new building was 
built in the northeast part of town on the Midland Railroad.  In 1909, the 
Documentary Journal of Indiana recorded this about the Ladoga Canning 
Factory.  “This company packs corn and tomatoes discarding the pulp.  The 
building is of frame and is in good condition with fairly good wood floors and 
fair outside toilets.  No washrooms are provided.  The sewage is disposed of 
through an open sewer which is partly closed.  The factory is apparently 
successfully operated.”  
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In the Annual Report of the Indiana State Board of Health in 1915, this note was entered. “This is one of three plants 
operated by the company of which Edgar Ashby is the head.  The building at this place has been in use for many years 
and is in such condition that it cannot be well repaired.  It should be abandoned at the earliest possible 
time.  Considering the state of the old building, it can only be rated "Fair" in the way of sanitation.  

Later in that same year, 1915, the Board of Health had this report. “Ladoga Canning Company—this is a new plant, 
erected this year, and is a mighty good one.  The main buildings and warerooms are of brick and concrete, well-
equipped throughout with light and ventilation, sewers, toilets, steam hose, drinking fountains, etc.  A general line of 
foods, including corn and peas will be packed.  Score, Good, Plus.” 

The Crawfordsville Daily Journal of 15 April 1915 quoted the Lebanon Reporter: 

“About 40 men were started on the work of putting in the 
foundation for the new building of the Ladoga Canning 
Company Monday morning.  All of these men but two are 
Lebanon men.  The officials of the company are keeping their 
word as they said in the beginning that they would employ as 
many Lebanon people as they possibly could.  The 1600 feet of 
switch which belongs to the company has been laid and the 
water line was put in today and this morning the workmen 
began running concrete into the excavation for the 
foundations.  James Kersey has the contract and began the 
work today of drilling an 8 inch well.  Five carloads of material 
arrived on Monday including a car of gravel, a car of building 

brick and a car of lumber.  In all, there will be over 30 car loads of building brick.   

One cannot gain an adequate idea of the size of the buildings without visiting the grounds and seeing the immensity 
of the foundations.  The engine room will be on the NE corner of the building and will be 50 feet square.  The main 
factory building will be 220 feet long by 50 feet wide.  From the front end of the building back 123 feet, the building 
will be three stories high and built entirely of brick.  Just back of the building will be the peeling sheds which will be of 
frame.  The floors of all the buildings will be of concrete and reinforced concrete.  Just off the main factory building 
will be up-to-date toilet and dressing rooms for the employees.  In the front of the building will be the cooking room, 
which contains 20 process plants, which is a 
greater number than any other factory in this 
part of the state.  Just back of the cooking room 
will be the sealing room, and still farther back 
will be the peeling rooms.  Back of the peeling 
room will be the sheds where the unloading 
will be done.” 

The Ladoga Canning Company main office was 
in the Consolidated Building in downtown 
Indianapolis on Pennsylvania Street. That 
Building is the Old Conrail Building and now the 
CSX Dispatch Offices. The factory location was in Ladoga, Indiana. The high school athletic teams were called the 
“Canners.” Ladoga elementary is the only school in the country to have Canners as their mascot/school name.  They 
also used that name for all the other sports teams in the high school until it was consolidated in 1971.  
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Some of the brands canned at the Ladoga Canning Factory were named 
“Ladoga,” “Lovers,” “Monon,” and “Boone County.”  They were also 
responsible for Country Gentleman Corn, Golden Bantam Corn, 
Evergreen Sugar Corn, Tomatoes, Tomato Juice, Tomato Puree, 
Asparagus, Peas, Pumpkin, Pork and Beans, Red Kidney Beans, Red 
Beans, Lima Beans, Vegetable Soup, Tomato Soup, Spaghetti, and Lye 
Hominy.   The Ladoga Canning Factory canned tomatoes, pumpkins, 
sweet corn, and hominy.  The other vegetables were canned at other 
places.  In an advertisement in the Sesquicentennial book in 1936, the 
canning factory stated, 

“Our Canned Foods are not only sold under our own brands, but also 
under the private labels of some of the finest wholesale Grocers and 
stores in the United States.”  

Ladoga’s ice reefers were used to bring produce to the plant for 
processing and canning. Finished products were usually shipped out by 

their fleet of trucks, but some shipments were made in the reefers to other plants without ice. The Midland was the 
Central Indiana Railroad. Better known as “The Midland Route”—basically a stepchild of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
(Panhandle) and the New York Central (Big Four) for much of its life. It once ran from Brazil to Muncie, Indiana with 
plans to extend to Paris, Illinois to connect with St. Louis that never materialized. Muncie is where the Ball Glass 
Canning Jar factory is located. There are models of their yellow boxcars with their billboard signage.  

After the canning company shut down, Gulf Oil bought the property and turned some of it into a fertilizer plant.  It 
was later bought by CFS which was another fertilizer company and Crestline Windows moved in as well.  They had a 
warehouse there that is still visible.  Both fertilizer plants used the spur which was off the Monon then L&N.  That 
spur was part of the Central Indiana RR line that went through town paralleling Nebraska Street, and there was a 
diamond in Ladoga near the intersection of Nebraska Street and Cherry Street.  

The Midland saw much financial hardship and the jointly owned property was deemed unwanted by its parent 
companies. After the inception of Penn Central Railroad, and then Conrail later, the line was absorbed into the parent 
companies and abandoned except for the Anderson-to-Lapel 
segment which is still used today by shortline Central Indiana 
and Western Railroad.  

The old canning factory building still stands as a lonely sentinel 
in the northeast corner of Ladoga across the old Midland 
Railroad, also now abandoned.  Both are silent reminders of a 
bygone era when over 300 people were employed canning 
produce for a large fleet of trucks to transport to every state in 
the Union and even overseas.  The Ladoga Canning Company 
provided the first job for many boys and the last job for many 
men and women in the Ladoga community.  It also provided the unique nickname of Ladoga athletic teams from the 
1939 basketball team of Ladoga High School to the present Ladoga Elementary.  No athletic team in the United States 
bears the nickname of the CANNERS.        

The lot holds 5000 pumpkins waiting on canning. 
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References: Wikipedia, Trovestar, Train Board, Streets of Ladoga, Billboard Refrigerator Cars by Hendrickson & 
Kaminski, and the Crawfordsville Daily Journal. 

N Scale Wheel Set Axle Lengths and Notes 
By: Neal Meadows, Ed.D. 

N Scale Wheels 

N Scale wheels have evolved over time.  Just like everything else, there are many varieties to choose from. There are 
two specifications to consider when shopping for a new wheel set: axle length and flange type. The third specification 
for N Scale wheels is tread width but this is more about appearance than performance, so I will not try to address 
that here.  

Finally, all wheels, no matter what the axle length or flange type, should have 
the exact same gauge of 0.297 inches back to back per the NMRA Specification 
S4.2 Wheels, Standard Scale.   
You can check this with your NMRA Standards Gauge to make sure your cars will 
perform correctly.  

Flange Type  

N Scale flanges have evolved over time to try to become more prototypical in appearance and closer to scale. There 
is great debate as to how important it is and whether this has affected the performance of the scale. The answer is, it 
just depends! The NMRA also specifies this as 0.022 inches in the NMRA Specification S4.2 Wheels, Standard 
Scale but there has been a lot of deviations to this spec over the years.  

Flanges come in three basic varieties: Standard, High Profile, and Low Profile. 
High Profile - a.k.a. "Pizza Cutters".  This type of wheel was used predominately in the first forty years of N Scale 
modeling by the OEMs.  The flange is horribly oversized but made it extremely hard to derail a car on even the worst 
laid track.  The only performance issue with this type of wheel is on Code 55 track and on and around the switches.  

• The High-Profile wheel flange can be so tall that it touches the ties when running on a fine scale Code 55 
rail.  You can see the car bouncing down the track and it will make a locomotive stall because it cannot make 
good contact with the rail.  

• The High-Profile wheel can also have too thick of a flange causing it to short out on switch points and 
frogs.  This is a quite common problem and can be a 
being a nuisance when using DCC. 

Low Profile - a.k.a. "Fine Scale".  This type of wheel has become 
extremely popular in the mid-00's as N Scale modelers seek 
more fidelity and adherence to scale standards.  It also became a 
necessity with the introduction of Code 55 rail.  They look great 
but require near-perfectly laid rail and meticulous grooming of 
rail joints, ballast, and switches.  

• The other major operational issue is that the finer flange 
will allow more derailments than other types.  This can 
be especially problematic when backing a long cut of 
cars into a yard track.  

• My best advice for using these is get a Standards Gauge 
and use every aspect of it.  Also, make sure every car meets the NMRA weight recommendation. 

Standard - this flange type is the best of both worlds.  It is not so tall it appears to be horribly out of scale but not so 
fine that it compromises the operation of the wheel. If you are intentionally replacing a wheel set and are not terribly 
concerned with fine scale modeling... this is your best choice.  

http://www.nmra.org/standards/sandrp/S-4_2ScaleWheels.html
http://www.nmra.org/standards/sandrp/S-4_2ScaleWheels.html
http://store.sbs4dcc.com/tools.aspx
http://www.nmra.org/standards/sandrp/S-4_2ScaleWheels.html
http://www.nmra.org/standards/sandrp/S-4_2ScaleWheels.html
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The Semi-Scale Fine Tread wheels can be used on most hand-laid track along with finer brands of Code 55. Use these 
when you want to add a little extra to your fine scale models. Test first as the narrow tread could drop into wide 
gauge rails and switch frogs. 

Wide Tread wheels have the same fine side contour as the Semi-Scale wheels, with a little beefier tread. These run 
well on almost all commercial and hand-laid track and is the standard wheel used on all FVM rolling stock along with 
other fine brands on the market today! 

(Axle and wheel images from NMRA.org. Text is partially paraphrased from various sources.) 

Axle lengths 

The manufacturers have never settled on a standard axle length for their trucks.  This can make one wheelset fall out 
of the frame and another so tight it will not roll if you do not get the right size.  

The following is a general list of known axle lengths:  

Arnold-Rapido - 0.573 in 
Athearn - 0.540 in 
Atlas - 0.553 in 
Bachmann - 0.560 in 
BMLA - 0.540 in 
Con-Cor - 0.563 in 
Deluxe Innovations - 0.553 in 
ExactRail - 0.540 in 
Fox Valley Models- 0.540 in 

Intermountain - 0.553 in 
Kato - 0.563 in 
Key Tender Cars - .580 in 
Lima - 0.549 in 
Micro-Trains - 0.540 in 
Model Power - 0.567 in 
Roundhouse - 0.549 in 
Rivarossi - 0.549 in 
Walthers - 0.545 in 

  
The sizes listed are not meant to be inclusive of every item ever manufactured by a specific OEM but should serve as 
a general guide for finding the correct replacement wheel sets.  

Auto Racks, Intermodal, and some Hi-Cubes ride on 28” wheel sets. 
70 Ton Trucks ride on 33”-wheel sets 
100 Ton Trucks ride on 36"-wheel sets 
125 Ton Trucks ride on 38"-Wheel sets 

.540 fit the pre-Athearn MDC Roadhouse truck nicely. 

N Scale Wheel Set Axle Lengths by Size 
Size (in.) Manufacturer Stock # Application 
.526 Fox Valley FVM-3604 36” Rapido passenger 
.537 BLMA 9810 

9815 
For 33” Micro-Trains Trucks 
For 36” Micro-Trains Trucks 
Tangent 

.537 Intermountain IM-60052 33” Brass insulated for MTL Trucks 

.537 Intermountain IM-60072 33” High Detail brass insulated for MTL Trucks 

.540 Fox Valley FVM-2801 (Fine)  
FVM-2810 (Wide) 

28” wheels some auto racks, TTX flatcars, hi-cubes, and 
intermodal well cars (Tread Width) 

.540 Fox Valley FVM-3301-12 
FVM-3310 (Wide) 

Micro-Trains, Athearn, Pre-Athearn MDC, Roadhouse, 
Intermountain Replacement, BMLA, Bev-Bel, Exact Rail, Fox 
Valley Models – 33”  

.540 Fox Valley FVM-3601-100 Atlas, Rivarossi, Intermountain Trucks 36” 

.540 Fox Valley FVM-3610 Wide) 36” Metal for MTL, ATH, FVM, BLMA Trucks wide tread Low 
Prof 

.540 Atlas 22133 33” Atlas replacement for MTL, Bev-Bel 
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.540 Eastern Seaboard 
Models 

ESM-920100 33” metal for MTL Bev-Bel 

.540 Micro-Trains Line MT00312020 (12) 
MT00312021 (60) 

33” Detailed Metal for MTL 

.540  MT00312000 (48) 
MT00312001 (48) 
 

33” Plastic wheels black 
33” Plastic wheels brown 
Exactrail 

.540 NWSL 37517-4 33” nickel silver insulated 

.540 NWSL 37417-4 33” /72-Point Axle - KD-MT, MDC, Atlas, etc. 

.540 NWSL 37418-4 36” /72-Pointed Axle - KD-MT, MDC, Atlas, etc. 

.543/.545   Walthers 

.549   Lima, Life-Like, Roundhouse, Rivarossi 

.550 Intermountain IM-60020 Plastic 33” wheetset 

.550 Intermountain IM-60050 For Intermountain, Con-Cor & Atlas Trucks Brass insulated 
33” 

.550 Intermountain  IM-60021 Plastic 36” wheetset 

.550 Intermountain IM-60051 For Intermountain, Con-Cor & Atlas Trucks Brass insulated 
36” 

.550 Intermountain IM-60070 33” high detail brass 

.550 Intermountain IM-60071 36” high detail brass 

.550 NWSL 37437-4 33” Some Atlas, Rivarossi, etc. 

.550 NWSL 37438-4 36” Some Atlas, Rivarossi, etc. 

.553 Fox Valley FVM-2802 28” wheels – some auto racks & hi-cubes 

.553 Fox Valley FVM-3302-12 
FVM-3311-12 
(Wide) 

Intermountain 
Atlas (newer) 2012 Plastic 
Deluxe Innovations Twin Stack /Maxi III well cars 

.553 Atlas 22020 Atlas 

.553 Precision Masters 1127 Same as above 

.560 NWSL 37465-4 28” Con-Cor and Bachmann 

.560 NWSL 37467-4 33” Con-Cor and Bachmann 

.560 NWSL 37468-4 36” Con-Cor and Bachmann 

.563 Fox Valley FVM-3303 - 33” 
FVM-3603 - 36” 

Con-Cor, Bachmann, Atlas (older) metal wheels, Athearn 
caboose trucks, Kato 

.567   Model Power, Aurora Postage Stamp 

.573   Arnold-Rapido 

.576 Fox Valley FVM-3605 (Fine) 
FVM-3623 (Wide) 

36” wheels fits some Atlas (modern) 

.580 NWSL 37419-4 33” Key Tender Cars 
NWSL’s selection of wheel-sets vary in diameter and tread 
widths and are made to order. 
https://nwsl.com/collections/n-scale 

Note: This table was developed by Neal Meadows with resource data from multiple sources. 

Axle lengths vary within one brand (Atlas for example) so a good caliper used to measure the 
original axle length is a good idea and will save you some trial and error.  

Have you wondered why tread width and wheel diameter is such an issue when the wheel only 
touches the rail in a space about the size of a dime? Adhesion—Read on! The behavior of adhesion 
railways is determined by the forces arising between two surfaces in contact. This may appear 
trivially simple from a superficial glance, but it becomes extremely complex when studied to the depth necessary to 
predict useful results.  

https://nwsl.com/collections/n-scale
http://www.trainboard.com/wiki/Force
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The first error to address is the assumption that wheels are round. A glance at a parked 
car will immediately show that this is not true; the region in contact with the road is 
noticeably flattened, so that the wheel and road conform to each other over a region of 
contact. If this were not the case, the contact stress of a load being transferred through 
a point contact would be infinite. Rails, and railway wheels, are much stiffer than 
pneumatic tires and tarmac, but the same distortion takes place at the region of contact. 
Typically, the area of contact is elliptical, of the order of 15 mm across.  

The distortion is small and localized, but the forces which arise from it are large. In 
addition to the distortion due to the weight, both wheel and rail distort when braking 
and accelerating forces are applied, and when the vehicle is subjected to side forces. 
(Quoted from Wikipedia page “Rail Adhesion” under “Forces on Wheels” and the link 
above is to a comment on Trainboard.) 

If you are interested in reasons why the small area that the wheel touches the rail 
changes as the stress and weight changes read more at “Adhesion Railway on Wikipedia” 

 

NEW! – Pay Your Membership Fees Via PayPal 

The BBMRA now has the option to pay your membership dues online by using the PayPal link not available on the 
BBMRA.ORG website. It is under the Membership menu item and has instructions for new members and for 
renewing members. When you select the PayPal button you will get the option to use your PayPal account to pay if 
you have one or get the option of using a credit/debit card instead. When you pay with your PayPal account your 

name and the payment amount for the membership dues are automatically entered in the 
process as it completes. You will get an email with the receipt. If you are paying with a 
credit card you will be asked to enter your card number, name on card, etc. to complete 
the process. Either way, you will now have the convenience of paying online. The PayPal 

feature will likely be expanded to include vendor payments for the Annual Show and Sale along with other options as 
we move forward. 

A fill-in application form is available for new members to complete and send in via email. This process enables new 
members to apply and pay electronically. Another option is to print out the completed form and mail in along with a 
check for the membership fee. 

BBMRA Important Events in 2021!!   
 
We are returning with the Lantern calendar and planner, but it 
will be different, at least for now, as we still move through 
COVID challenges. We are including Internet links with major 
events. Before you drive somewhere, make sure the show or 
other activity is still scheduled. We will be updating and 
expanding this as we can. Help us by sending calendar items to 
sammiller61113@outlook.com 

BBMRA meetings are still through Zoom and on the first 
and third Tuesday of each month. Trivia or other special programs are the first Tuesday. The regular 
meeting is on the third Tuesday. 

BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom Program or Internet site and use these codes.  

 Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, Password:162465 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adhesion_railway
mailto:sammiller61113@outlook.com
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://thenhrhtanewhavenrailroadforum.yuku.com/topic/4420/train-arrivalsdepartures-sign-branchline-station-ca-1905&ei=RD3cVNvZLsOrggTJhIPwAQ&bvm=bv.85761416,d.eXY&psig=AFQjCNH8nAna6-h1q73z5L2SL8U6-YLF1g&ust=1423806140228018
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Lionel Interest Group Operating Sessions: Sunday afternoons at Sam Miller’s house in Woodgate. Only if weather 
permits for staying outside and socially distanced.  Call 850-459-3012 for more information. Please bring a mask. 

April 2021: Folkston Funnel Annual Train Fest, Folkston, GA.  David Brazell is checking. We are not sure at this point.  

April 10-11, 2021: Florida Rail Fair, Golden Spike Enterprises, Volusia County Fairgrounds, Deland, FL. 
http://www.gserr.com/shows.htm 

June 26-27, 2021: 30th Annual Tallahassee Model Train Show & Sale, North Florida Fairgrounds, Tallahassee. Set-up is 
Friday, June 25.    https://www.facebook.com/events/745873359647741 

July 10, 2021: One-Florida Rail Fair, Golden Spike Enterprises, Volusia County Fairgrounds, Deland, FL. 
http://www.gserr.com/shows.htm 

September, 2021:  Wiregrass Annual Model Railroad Show & Sale, National Peanut Festival  and Fairgrounds, Dothan, 
AL. We hope so! Not sure of exact dates yet. 

Minutes for January 19, 2021 BBMRA Meeting 
President Andy Zimmerman called the meeting, held on January 19, to order via Zoom at about 7:40 PM. There were 
about 17 participants.  

Minutes – A motion to accept the minutes from the November meeting was forwarded by Ed Schroeder and 
seconded by Phil Weston. The motion was accepted and passed without objection. 

Treasurer’s Report – Drew Hackmeyer presented the report online using the WebMeeting functionality. As usual, we 
are in the black and looking good. The Treasurer’s report was moved, seconded and accepted without objection. 

Division Reports 

• Large Scale – Sam Miller introduced a new club member, Lionel/O Gauge modeler Will Buckner. Will wasn’t on 
the call, but we hope to meet him soon.  

• HO Scale – Phil Weston, the HO coordinator, mentioned that the junction modules are set up and looking good 
and that the HO group is planning the set-up for the show. President Andy then mentioned that the website has 
been updated and invited members to check it out. 

• Small Scale – President Andy asked Small Scale Coordinator Garth Easton about progress on the show 
preparations. He mentioned switches were being worked on in addition to other miscellaneous items. Two N 
Scalers brought up Trivia Night. Neal Meadows mentioned several trivia items.Stacey Elliott asked if there is 
anything else that club members can do on the trivia night such as clinics etc. He encouraged everyone to 
participate, emphasizing that the camaraderie is also a nice benefit of frequent meetings in light of our current 
situation. 

• Switching Layout – Joe was present but he had no report on the switching layout. 
• Good of the Group – Drew asked Sam and others to submit overdue paperwork for expense reimbursements.  

He then asked about anyone who has a vertical mill or Unimat lathe that they would be willing to part with.Drew 
then shared a file showing paid membership for 2021. There was discussion about payment methods as it was 
thought the remote approach with mailed checks etc. may have partially contributed to declined membership 
this year, in addition to other factors related to the social and economic effects of the “virus”. Several options for 
more streamlined payment were discussed such as PayPal . 

• The business end of the meeting was concluded at 8:23 PM following which a presentation on tree-making was 
given by President Andy. 

Submitted by Secretary Sheldon Harrison 

This Lantern was co-produced by the ingenious minds of Sam Miller and Neal Meadows along with their cohorts in 
crime to bring you this very valuable and timely news. 

http://www.gserr.com/shows.htm
https://www.facebook.com/events/745873359647741
http://www.gserr.com/shows.htm

